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EDITORIAL

T he sixth issue of PCA presents the material from two confer-
ences held in different European countries last year.

The volume opens with some of the papers presented at The British
School at Rome (April 2014) at a conference on The Recycling and
Reuse of Materials during the Early Middle Ages. The meeting – organ-
ised by Alessandro Sebastiani (who has collaborated as guest editor for
this section), Elena Chirico and Matteo Colombini – dealt mainly with
productive structures related to the transformation of glass and metal
in Italy (papers by Alessandro Sebastiani, Stefano Bertoldi, François-Do-
minique Deltenre and Lucia Orlandi). Other international experts have
agreed to add their contributions to the subject: Robin Fleming on the
reuse of construction material in early medieval graves, Sarah Paynter
and Caroline Jackson offering a synthesis on the reuse of glass, and the
team of Carmen Fernández-Ochoa in Spain presenting the early medieval
productive structures at the villa of Veranes (Gijon). Two papers by
Florin Curta and Michele Asolati, dealing with exchange in the Byzantine
Mediterranean, have been published in the Variae section.

After the catastrophe of World War II, many international institutions
were founded: the United Nations, UNESCO, the European Community.
All these organizations are today immersed in a transitional phase in the
systemic crisis which affects the entire Western world, a crisis to which
the nihilist and relativist positions have contributed and which has (right-
ly) delegitimated the imperialism on which the West had built its domi-
nant position. In this crisis, the recovery of shared historical memories
is increasingly revealed as a central element in the defence of a rational
world, which, although it may have abandoned the utopias of the 1900s,
at least safeguards the principles of freedom and the pluralism of values.
Today, there is wide debate, even among archaeologists, over how to
present cultural heritage in a globalized society while nevertheless pre-
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serving its multiple identities and cultures. The discussion of these mat-
ters was the purpose of the papers dedicated to the World Heritage
List. This collection, guest edited by Margarita Díaz-Andreu, results
from a workshop of the EU-project JPI–JHEP Heritage Values Network
(H@V) held at the University of Barcelona in February 2015. The main
question, summarized in the title of the paper by Díaz-Andreu, is whether
the inclusion of social values and local communities in the management
of cultural heritage is an impossible dream. Is it a utopian vision, typical
of the historical processes which gave birth to the international organi-
zations and their initiatives to hold back the spectre of a World War III?
In many of these contributions, the watchwords still conform to this di-
rection: the participation and involvement of stakeholders in the hope
that local communities will be led to a positive valuation of assets and
their public use. 

The different directions of the debate move between the two poles of
economic management and cultural enrichment of local communities. Too
often, it is difficult to find a balance between touristic exploitation and a
useful cultural proposal for local communities, as happened in the telling
example of the Daming Palace in China, developed by Qian Gao, winner
of the 2016 PCA young researcher award.

Direct involvement is often difficult in a globalized and multicultural so-
ciety that has lost its historical roots. Most of the contributions consid-
er that a proper balance can be found between global strategies promot-
ed by UNESCO, based on the decalogue of general principles under
which to file an application for protected sites, and the feeling and eval-
uation expressed by the local community (the focus of Torgrim Sneve
Guttorsen, Joel Taylor, Grete Swensen on Heritage Routes and
Matthias Maluck and Gian Pietro Brogiolo on organizational proposals in
the interventions).

Also related to the subject of cultural heritage and the public is the
project section of this issue, a homage the Poggibonsi Archeodromo. A
project developed in recent years by the team of Marco Valenti (Univer-
sity of Siena), this is a unique living archaeological park recreated from
archaeological evidence, presenting the life of an early medieval village,
an initiative that clearly demonstrates the social and economic benefits
of good practices in public archaeology in Italy.

Finally, the retrospect section, which addresses the history of early
medieval archaeology in different European countries, is this year devot-
ed to the fascinating recent history of early medieval Archaeology in Rus-
sia, with an extensive study by Nadezhda Platonova (St Peterburg). 
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Introduction

Over the course of the last four years, archaeological research in the
territory of Alberese (Grosseto – IT) has brought to light an important
manufacturing complex located along the final stretch of the river Om-
brone1 (figs. 1a-c). During the Roman period, it was situated a few hun-
dreds meters away from the mouth of the river and the main road, the
via Aurelia vetus, as well as its side road, built along the tombolo of Lake

1 For an overview of the results obtained during the last four years of excavations at the site of
Spolverino, see SEBASTIANI 2014 and bibliography.
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Glass and metal production at Alberese.
The workshops and the manufacturing

district of Spolverino

ALESSANDRO SEBASTIANI

This paper focuses on the discovery of a large Roman manufacturing district in the area
of Alberese (Grosseto – IT). Excavations have revealed a series of metal and glass work-
shops, related to the recycling of older objects and to the production of metal ingots. The
site was continuously in use from the late 1st c. to the late 5th c. AD before being aban-
doned.
Keywords: recycle, glass, metal, workshops, Roman period

Questo intervento descrive la scoperta di un grande quartiere manifatturiero di epoca ro-
mana nel territorio di Alberese (Grosseto – IT). Gli scavi hanno riportato alla luce una
serie di officine collegate al riciclo di vecchi oggetti e alla produzione di lingotti metallici. Il
sito fu utilizzato senza soluzione di continuità dall’età Domizianea al tardo V secolo d.C.,
prima di essere abbandonato. 
Parole chiave: riciclo, vetro, metallo, officine, età romana

Department of Archaeology, University of Sheffield,
Northgate House, West Street, Sheffield S1 4ET, UK,
a.sebastiani@sheffield.ac.uk

research
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Prilus in the Domitian-Trajanic era2. Indeed, the origins of the Spolverino
complex may be seen as a direct consequence of the construction of this
byway, which brought about a sharp decrease in travelling times along
the coast. 

An accurate stratigraphic sequence dates the beginning of this com-
plex to the Domitian period, while test pits and deep soundings preclude,
for the moment, the existence of any earlier structures. From its foun-
dation the complex was characterised by the presence of specialised, ar-
tisanal workshops dedicated to glass making. The recognition of contem-
porary, circular pits housing dolia are further indicative of storage facili-
ties for agricultural surplus. Within the late Antonine period, and the
later Severan age, a clear change in manufacturing and artisanal produc-
tion is visible. This emerges from the construction of a series of spe-
cialised workshops focusing on metalworking (iron, bronze, copper and
lead) as well as of a larger glass workshop, built immediately outside the
original, late 1st c. AD complex. The surviving material culture allows us
to argue that these activities were focused on the recycling of old (bro-

Glass and metal production at Alberese. The workshops and the manufacturing district of Spolverino

2 On the geo-archaeological analysis and the study of the ancient Roman road system, see ARNOLDUS-
HUYZENVELD, CITTER 2015.
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Fig 1. (a) General map of the Roman settlements in the area of Alberese (Grosseto – IT);
(b) aerial picture of the manufacturing district at Spolverino (photo Paolo Nannini, SBAT);
(c) plan of the manufacturing district at Spolverino, showing the location of the different
rooms.
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ken) objects rather than on a production cycle based on the use of raw
materials.

These highly specialised workshops, albeit subject to changes in their
layout, were in use until the second half/end of the 5th c. AD. Subse-
quently, the ruins of the settlement witnessed sporadic phases of reoc-
cupation, before a small necropolis was established atop the rubble lay-
ers in the first half of the 6th c. AD. The table below outlines the main
occupation periods and phases of the site.

Glass making workshops

During the excavations, the remains of at least two glass workshops
were revealed3. An early glass workshop was recognised inside Room I,

Alessandro Sebastiani

3 The glass workshops are being investigated thanks to a generous Rakow Grant for Glass Research,
funded by the Corning Museum of Glass (New York). See SEBASTIANI, DERRICK forthcoming.
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Chronology Archaeological evidence
Period 1 Domitian Era – 

second half of the 
2nd c. AD

Construction of the complex 
Glass workshop in Room I

Storage facilities in Room II
Dumping levels in Room VII

Period 2 End of the 2nd c. AD
– 3rd c. AD

Glass workshop built outside the complex
Bone workshop in Room I

Iron and lead workshop in Room II
Communal kitchen in Room III
Lead workshop in Room VII

Period 3,
Phase A

End of the 3rd c. AD –
first half of the 

4th c. AD

Roasting channels in Room I
Metal workshop in Room II

Communal kitchen in Room III
Lead workshop in Room VII

Glass workshop outside the complex
Period 3,
Phase B

Second half of the 4th

c. AD – mid 5th c. AD
Metal workshop in Rooms I and II

Communal kitchen in Room III
Lead workshop in Room VII

Storage facilities in Room VIII
Glass workshop outside the complex

Period 4,
Phase A

Second half to the end
of the 5th c. AD

‘Humble’ tile floors in Rooms III, VII and VIII
Limestone kiln in Room VI 

Period 4,
Phase B

Beginning of the 6th c.
AD

Necropolis

Period 5 6th c. AD – Modern
times

Agricultural fields and flood deposits from
the river Ombrone
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which seems to have been built at the end of the 1st c. AD when the
main complex was erected. It was in use for at least 70-80 years, before
being decommissioned and replaced by a larger workshop constructed
outside of the southern side of the complex. 

The first workshop contained the remains of a circular foundation for
a glass kiln, c. 1.50 m in diameter, built with stones of medium to small
size bonded with white mortar in abundant quantity (fig. 2). This ‘donut’
shaped feature should have contained, within the empty space, the in-
verted rim of a dolium to guarantee refractoriness and ensure the least
amount of heat-loss from the kiln. This solution was adopted in the other
glass kilns found within the later glass workshop. 

Not far from this kiln, a circular cut in the ground was identified, prob-
ably for housing a dolium to store the fresh water needed during the dif-
ferent phases of production. All around these structures, a significant
quantity of fragmentary window glass, glass vessels (mainly handles and
rims) and dolia were recovered. From the ceramic evidence, the aban-
donment layer has been dated to the late Antonine period, which repre-

Glass and metal production at Alberese. The workshops and the manufacturing district of Spolverino
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Fig 2. Plan and overview of the first glass workshop with a detail of the of the kiln.
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sents the terminus post quem for the end of this workshop4 and its con-
version to a bone workshop. 

The second glass workshop was built between the end of the 2nd and
the beginning of the 3rd c. AD (fig. 3). Entered on the northern side
through a door communicating with Room IV5, it had a rectangular plan
(18m2) with stone-based wall foundations and pisé elevations. Within, two
glass kilns were discovered, surviving to c. 40 cm in elevation. These were
built to a circular plan (1.40 m in diameter), mainly using tiles and small
stones bonded with mortar (fig. 4). Inside of both, still preserved in situ,
lays the inverted rim of a dolium. In between the two kilns was a working
counter, built using medium-size stones bonded with clay, and at its foot
the base of a dolium was preserved. As was the case in the earlier work-
shop in Room I, this undoubtedly served to store fresh water (fig. 5). 

Completing the layout of this workshop was a large annealing kiln built
outside the western side of the room. It had a circular plan of c. 4 m in
diameter and was paved with sesquipedales (fig. 6). The opening of the
furnace was set along the western wall of the workshop. On the inner
side of this wall, a rectangular pit was dug into the beaten-earth floor: a
piece of reused masonry, serving as a step to facilitate the correct

Alessandro Sebastiani

4 The pottery recovered during the excavation is currently under investigation by Massimo Brando,
who kindly shared some preliminary data.
5 To date, the excavations have failed to expose the entire plan of Room IV. Consequently, we only
have preliminary data from which to understand the functioning of this space during its main phases
of use (SEBASTIANI 2014, p. 7). 
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Fig 3. Plan of the 3rd c. AD glass workshop.
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Fig. 4. Detail of one of the two glass kilns. Fig. 5. Working counter and dolium still in
situ.

Fig. 6. The annealing kiln at the end of the excavations.

placement of the fuel and vessels inside the furnace, was then inserted
into the pit. Thereafter, it was filled with layers of ash and charcoal,
clearly remains from the continuous cleaning of the furnace. 

This workshop remained in use until the mid 5th c. AD and, most likely,
focused on the recycling of glass vessels. This hypothesis seems to be
confirmed by the lack of raw materials found during the excavations and,
also, by the high concentration of glass fragments, which appear to have
been selected on the basis of thickness and colour6.

6 More than 5kgs of Roman glass, dated to between the 2nd and the 5th c. AD, have been recovered
from inside this workshop (personal communication Thomas Derrick). For a preliminary report on the
material culture associated with this workshop see CHIRICO et alii 2011.
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The metal workshops

The late Antonine period marks a notable alteration in the layout and
function of the manufacturing complex at Spolverino. As was mentioned
above, the earliest glass workshop was decommissioned and replaced by
a bone workshop. This was followed by the construction of a much larger
(and specialised) glass workshop outside the main complex. 

However, the changes were not limited to this. Room I, where be-
tween the end of the 1st and the mid 2nd c. AD storage facilities were
located, was converted into a metal workshop. The pits housing the
dolia were backfilled and a new, beaten-earth floor was laid down. On
top of this, a forge was constructed with reused building materials. It
consisted of a platform made up of four rectangular tiles, one of which
was found to bear a stamp. Unfortunately, due to its exposure to fire,
the stamp is now illegible. All around this structure, numerous mixed
and superimposed layers of ash and charcoal, interspersed with lumps
of burnt red clay, were recorded (fig. 7). It is highly likely that these
contexts were the result of the frenzied activities that were carried out
around the forge.

During its excavation, a large quantity of lead and copper objects was
recovered, which were clearly intended for smelting and recycling. In ad-
dition, three lead ingots were found (fig. 8). These do not bear any official
stamp and, consequently, could not have belonged to any authorised Im-
perial mine. It is possible to argue, therefore, that lead objects were re-
cycled in order to fashion ingots to be sold and traded through the main

Alessandro Sebastiani
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Fig 7. The forge of the metal workshop found in Room II.
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maritime and terrestrial routes,
taking advantage of the proximity
of the via Aurelia vetus and the
cabotage routes along the
coast7. 

The construction of another
metal workshop in Room VII, ded-
icated to the recycling of lead,
can be dated to the same period.
Excavation revealed the presence
of a series of simple ground-level
kilns, common for this type of
production. Due to their fragile
form, these kilns needed con-
stant replacement resulting in a
series of intercutting circular and
semi-circular pits spread all over
the excavated area of the room.
Unfortunately, this made a pre-
cise count of the kilns, or determining their respective phasing, impossible
(fig. 9). Nonetheless, the high presence of lead objects along with one un-
stamped ingot provides further reassurance on the validity of this inter-
pretation of the workshop. Supporting the activities carried out in this
room were two further structures: firstly the foundation of a working
counter, found in the SE corner of the room and secondly, found along the
western wall, a cocciopesto basin for storing fresh water. 

The final chronology for this workshop was provided by a large quan-
tity of ceramics recovered from the rubble layers and dated to within the
5th c. AD; the initial chronology was, instead, deduced from a test
trench along the southern wall. Here we excavated the levelling layer for
the beaten-earth floor contemporary with the construction of the kilns,
intercepting a ‘dump’ made up of ceramics and glass vessels belonging to
the end of the 2nd c. AD. 

At the end of the 3rd c. AD, the bone workshop in Room I was
decommissioned8. After having laid down a new beaten-earth floor, two
ore-roasting channels were installed9 (fig. 10). This is the only instance

Glass and metal production at Alberese. The workshops and the manufacturing district of Spolverino

61

7 On the strategic importance of the maritime and terrestrial trade-routes and their role in the “…
development of more robust and relevant models of interpretation beyond reciprocity, redistribution
and marketing…” see FULFORD 2009.
8 For a detailed description of the bone workshop see SEBASTIANI 2015b. 
9 These roasting channels find some parallels at the Roman site of Bardown, where similar structures
have been uncovered (CLEERE 1970).

Fig. 8. Some of the lead objects and one of
the lead ingots recovered in Room II.
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where the production cycle can be associated with raw materials rather
than recycling. The excavation failed to recognise or recover any
hematite ore in situ and the idea that this could have been traded
directly from the island of Elba remains just a hypothesis. However, this
workshop could only have lasted for a few decades as Room I was then
converted again into a larger metal workshop by the mid 4th c. AD.

This new and larger metal workshop was created by the joining to-
gether of Rooms I and II (fig. 11) made possible by the installation of a
doorway along the dividing wall of the rooms. The rooms were, however,
highly differentiated in their respective functions. Room II saw the dis-
mantling of the previous forge and a thick levelling layer was laid down
across its surface. Made up of medium-size pebbles, it was then covered
by a white mortar floor. In the northern part of the room, a large and
solid cocciopesto basin was built to store fresh water, which occupied
approximately a third of the surface. Just in front of it a series of small-
to medium-size postholes were discovered. The lack of any identifiable
alignments prevents us from making any definitive statement concerning
their function, even if their slight depth may suggest that they were used
to support some kind of furniture or small infrastructures. 

Alessandro Sebastiani
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Fig. 9. Lead workshop in Room VII at the end of the excavations.
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Fig. 10. The roasting channels found in Room I.

Fig 11. Plan of the 4th c. AD metal workshop Rooms I and II.
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Room I was also significantly transformed, with a new floor of mixed
clay and mortar constructed. The quality of this floor is noticeably poorer
than that of Room II; a feature that may be explained by the different
structures housed in the rooms. Room II was more susceptible to prob-
lems of subsidence from the underlying, backfilled storage pits and, con-
sequently, a stronger and more reliable foundation layer was needed in
order to guarantee stability. 

Along the northern wall of Room I, a quadrangular forge was built. It
consisted of reused triangular tiles as suggested by the stamps found on
them, which belong to the Gobati’s figlina (late 1st – beginning of the 2nd

c. AD)10. The wall, itself, was cut in order to house the clay dome of the
forge, while a series of postholes all around the forge possibly supported
a shelter. On the eastern side, a large hole may have served to house the
bellows, while on the opposite side a piece of a bronze scale with still
some chains attached has been recovered (fig. 12). Along the western
wall, a medium-sized pit, covered with a marble slab, was found to contain
a hoard of bronze and iron objects. These were, most likely, intended for
recycling in the nearby forge. The workshop itself was in use until the
mid/late 5th c. AD, when the first rubble layers appear sealing its surface. 

Alessandro Sebastiani

10 For tile stamps in the area of Alberese, see CYGIELMAN 2015.
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Fig 12. Piece of a bronze scale with chains still attached, recovered on the western side
of the 4th c. AD metal workshop.
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During the excavations of the metal workshops at Spolverino a num-
ber of markers of the production cycle has been recovered, apart from
the main structures just described. Mainly, they consist of hundreds of
old metal objects ready to be recycled in the various forges and kilns
discovered in the rooms of the settlement. Moreover, a series of metal
slags were documented in all the different workshops and, at this stage
of the research, they are under analysis to better understand the pro-
duction cycle. Nonetheless, a small number of tools are attested. Un-
fortunately, the highly degraded state of preservation of this kind of ob-
jects, due to the soil condition, avoids a full recognition their primary
shapes, although a possible hammerhead and pliers can be recognized. 

Discussion11

The Antonine crisis resulted in the abandonment of a large number
of settlements, with the economy re-orientated to concentrate large
estates in the hands of a few owners. Settlements that didn’t survive
this land reorganization were not only abandoned but also used as
sources of building materials and metal/glass supply. The settlement at
Spolverino seems to reflect this picture of crisis and economic restruc-
turing. From its foundation at the end of the 1st c. AD, its economy was
equally divided between glass production and the storage and sale of
agricultural surplus, but during the middle of the 2nd c. AD we can dis-
cern a radical change. Economic concerns with agricultural surpluses
were replaced (together with the associated infrastructures) by an
economy that was wholly reliant upon glass and metal production. The
archaeological evidence for this is provided by the removal of the stor-
age facilities in Room II and the subsequent conversion of the area into
a metal workshop.

By Late Antiquity, the practice of recycling becomes more wide-
spread within this area of Tuscany. Parallel situations can be found in the
ager Rusellanus where, besides the site at Spolverino, we can cite the
refurbishment of the abandoned bathhouse complex of the so-called
Domus of the Mosaics in the Etruscan-Roman city of Rusellae (Micheluc-
ci 1985; Sebastiani 2011), or the nearby settlement of Poggio Rotigli
(Celuzza 2012). 

Glass and metal production at Alberese. The workshops and the manufacturing district of Spolverino

11 In this section I analyse issues related to metallurgy and metal recycling only at the site of Spolveri-
no during the Roman period. I, intentionally, do not discuss any aspect related to glass production, as
this is the subject of a forthcoming publication in the next issue of the Journal of Glass Studies. 
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At Rusellae, in the area of the bathhouse of the Domus of the Mo-
saics, a metal workshop was built between the end of the 4th and the
first half of the 5th c. AD. Here, activities relied on the continuous recy-
cling of copper and iron materials coming from the systematic spoliations
of the nearby Etruscan necropolis (set along the slopes of the hills) and
from the architectural furnishings of disused public buildings. Metal pins
from statues, door fittings as well as objects recovered within the rubble
layers of the city were systematically recycled in the newly born metal
workshop of the Domus12. Similarly, the site of Poggio Rotigli (Commune
of Campagnatico, GR) provides evidence for the existence of a metal
workshop focused on recycling, in the form of a large quantity of hoarded
copper material (Celuzza 2012).

These two cases suggest that the practice of recycling was wide-
spread in Late Antiquity, particularly as archaeological research has
failed to identify any trace of raw materials at these locations. It is pos-
sible, perhaps, to hypothesise that this practice was fed by a dramatic
reduction in mining activities, principally in the nearby Colline Metallifere
and the island of Elba. Spolverino has produced new data in support of
this hypothesis. The discovery of at least two lead workshops producing
ingots for trade seems to underline the gradual decline in mining activi-
ties from the late Antonine period as well as the progressive take over
of new, private economic agents in the administration of metal supply
along the Tyrrhenian coast. 

Finally, it is worth noting the recent archaeological excavations at the
site of Santa Cristina in Caio (Buonconvento – SI) that have brought to
light a series of manufacturing facilities, built on top of the abandonment
levels (Valenti 2012). From the end of the 4th c. AD, small- to medium-
size workshops were constructed dedicated to the working of lead, iron
and glass. Taking advantage of the still visible ruins and wall-tops, ground
level kilns were built for which traces of bellows can still be detected
(Valenti 2012, p. 7).

These cases, although others could be cited, concern metal work-
shops built in both rural and urban sites, which during Late Antiquity wit-
nessed a change in their economic role, shifting their focus onto produc-
tion activities related to glass and metalworking. The site at Spolverino
is, however, another case entirely. It was built and developed primarily
as a manufacturing centre. The settlement did not change its basic na-
ture or function; it only increased (instead of decreasing!) its production
from the mid 2nd c. AD13. From that moment onwards, it focused its

Alessandro Sebastiani

12 For a detailed analysis of this workshop, see at last SEBASTIANI 2011.
13 This is somehow going against a general accepted economical trend of decline from the 3rd c. AD
onwards (WARD PERKINS 2005, pp. 102-120).
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economy on the recycling of metal and glass vessels, abandoning the idea
of a mixed economy incorporating agriculture. There is no doubt that
Spolverino was mainly supplied through the terrestrial and maritime trad-
ing routes, taking advantage of its strategic setting, but also through the
systematic spoliation of nearby, abandoned settlements14. From the late
3rd to the 5th c. AD this plundering of materials is especially evident at
the nearby villa of Montesanto and at a newly discovered maritime site,
located just 700 m west of Spolverino15.

Final remarks

Few final thoughts emerge from the excavations of the workshops at
Spolverino. Nearby abandoned settlements were often visited by those
looking for materials that could be recycled. This phenomenon is also well
known in urban contexts, especially for collecting broken glass vessels
(see Biundo, Brando 2008, p. 94, footnote 4). Trading in scraps or re-
usable materials was a profitable commercial venture and source of in-
come that could have easily co-existed at Spolverino together with the
‘professional’ activities of the craftsmen.

Future research will hopefully clarify the reasoning behind the choice
to focus exclusively on recycling rather than direct production from raw
materials. Undoubtedly, the activities surrounding recycling required less
specialised skills, particularly in relation to the initial stages of the pro-
duction cycle. Moreover, the choice at Spolverino and, potentially,
across a wider area, of melting down old metal objects to create ingots,
facilitated the subsequent trade and commerce of the final products.
These ingots, passing along the maritime or terrestrial routes, would
have fed the requirements of much more specialized workshops where
everyday goods or luxury objects were produced. Taking a much wider
perspective of the production chain, workshops such as the ones discov-
ered at Spolverino can be considered as holding an intermediate position. 

The choice to concentrate manufacturing activities on the recycling of
objects clearly prompts questions concerning the availability of raw ma-
terials from the mines. At this moment, it is difficult to provide any de-
finitive answers on this subject. On the one hand, the closure of the

Glass and metal production at Alberese. The workshops and the manufacturing district of Spolverino

14 The only nearby settlement that didn’t undergo a systematic spoliation seems to be the sanctuary
area dedicated to Diana Umbronensis at Scoglietto. Here, after a methodical dismantlement of the
religious structure, all the luxury and exotic materials were left abandoned in situ (SEBASTIANI

2015a).
15 This settlement, awaiting preliminary publication, presents late antique phases of reoccupation re-
lating to systematic spoliations occurring between the late 3rd c. and the 5th c. AD. 
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mines on the island of Elba at the beginning of the 5th c. AD (McCormick
2001, p. 44, Map 2.1) may help us to understand this choice but, on
the other, the question must remain open for the earlier centuries when
they were fully operational. After all, the manufacturing district at
Spolverino concentrated its efforts in metalworking from, at least, the
second half of the 2nd c. AD, when the Imperial mines were in use and
the production of ingots was delegated to them. Nevertheless, it would
appear that the social and economic picture is beginning to look some-
what different from what has been traditionally thought16. It is possible
that the answer needs to be sought in the birth of new economic elites
that arose from the late Antonine period and replaced the earlier
landowners whose economy was based on agriculture and the production
of oil and wine17. Therefore, it seems plausible to suppose that the re-
action to the crisis of the Antonine period was economic reinvention; de-
veloping a new economy based on artisanal productions and around new
socio-economic agents that reached a climax in the Late Antique period. 

In the area of Alberese, these new economic agents replaced the old
‘agrarian elite’ and, through a series of sustainable redevelopments and
settlement reorganisation they succeeded in reversing the fate of an
otherwise declining landscape18. They may well, also, have been respon-
sible for the refurbishments that occurred in the temple area of Diana
Umbronensis at Scoglietto exactly at the time between the end of the
2nd and the beginning of the 3rd c. AD (see Sebastiani, Celuzza 2015).
Even if it was reduced in size, the religious settlement continued to act
as a territorial marker and play a role in the visual connectivity between
the maritime cabotage routes along the Tyrrhenian coast and the via Au-
relia vetus. In this way it enhanced the location and prominence of the
manufacturing district of Spolverino and its related harbour. At the same
time as this economic investment in the temple area of Scoglietto,
Spolverino saw a reorganization of its working spaces, possibly renting
them to specialised craftsmen supplying the income required to under-
take these conversions. 

Alessandro Sebastiani

16 For a general overview see at last BOWMAN, WILSON 2009. 
17 This may be an early attestation of the “wealthy aristocrats”, mentioned by WARD PERKINS (2001),
who took advantage of a land reorganisation in the territory of Alberese following the crisis at the end
of the 2nd c. AD. Their economy was no longer based on agricultural production, which was super-
seded by the Hispanic and North African provinces, but on manufacturing activities. 
18 Interestingly, the situation appears to be diametrically opposed in the ager Cosanus, immediately
south of the territory of Alberese. In that case, the territory and the economical agents didn’t have
the possibility of reversing the situation after the crisis of the agricultural economy. Villas were aban-
doned soon after the end of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd c. AD (with Settefinestre representing the
main case, CELUZZA, REGOLI 1985, pp. 53-56) as well as villages and a general decline in the occupa-
tion of the territory is registered (CAMBI, FENTRESS 1989; FENTRESS 2003, pp. 68-69).
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If this hypothesis can be confirmed in its entirety, future research in
this part of Tuscany should then focus on the socio-economic relation-
ships that developed soon after the 3rd c. AD, especially in terms of their
impact upon the nearby urban centre of Rusellae. However, even at this
stage, it is possible to perceive a radical change in the economic pat-
terns of the 3rd c. AD, a century usually seen as a moment of economic
decline, rather than of growth.
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